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Title: Chaos Of Hearts
Genre: Action, Adventure, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
Anime Hearts
Publisher:
Anime Hearts
Release Date: 16 Sep, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit

Processor: Intel: Intel Core i3 & AMD: AMD FX X6 series.

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GTX 560+ & AMD R7 260x+

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: Any
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This is an absolute classic platformer from the XBox, where you are a voodoo doll who can use super attacks *on himself* to
affect enemies. The controls are smooth like butter, and the music is some of the best I've come across in a video game. Fun
fact: Voodoo Vince was almost selected as the XBox mascot for Microsoft, but then Halo came along and they went with
Master Chief. - Anyway, if you have a love for platformers and haven't played this game, you are missing out!. I am unable to
recommend this game. I purchased it, played a few hours and then refunded. It is extremely laggy, the click functionality is
extremely slow and you often have to click again and again. The entire new design of the game just didnt work for me and I love
all the Game House stories. Such a pity because I was so excited to play.. Seems buggy.. i cant get in the program plz help me.
Well, it will sound repetitive, but the ending, man, it just sucks.
The game itself is enjoyable, nice puzzles and a nice story.. very fun and addictive + 999 easy archievements just for doing
nothing. It's quirky, flashy and doesn't take itself seriously. The ad is borderline self-aware of how cheesy it is but at the end of
the day it does its job very well. Loved it.. EDIT: After dev replies, and the fix for the freeze bug my review has changed!

Do you like retro 8 bit arcade games?
Do you miss PIPE mario "Mario Bros" with the Pow block?
Do you miss the game Joust?
If those two games made a baby THIS would be that game

Good concept
Now with fix, excellent execution
8/10 Two thumbs up (I LOVE retro games)

Music is just OK vs the devs other rhythm style games but it does the job (my last review said the music sucked but I was
comparing that to their other stuff)

The devs are super nice, and can take the bad with the good, and that my friends takes heart.

The game even starts saying "dave recommends controller"

NO controller is needed, although I do somehow wish I could get an arcade pad on my pc for these type of games

be sure to tip your waitress, And get this game and all the devs games, If you love retro style arcade games you wont regret it
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Ty to the devs! for changing my view on this McAwesome game. Interesting puzzles and hidden object. Played a few hours,
liked the fact that look for items not so boring because of the many locations. Also liked the music. But the game is only for
once. The game is for the second character is not very exciting, because you already know the location of some items.
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Currently the game crashes fairly reliably after under 5 minutes of "play" ... I wish I could write something positive about it, but
it's just not in a state where I can say there is. There doesn't even seem to be a crash dump collector so that the dev can learn
about when there are problems; meaning that one can't expect the problems to be fixed in good time.. wow.....this game is really
aweful....I want my money back now!!!!!!.......really dissapointing..... finished 1 route but still have many others to discover.
This is a nice VN with a well made story to loose yourself in. The characters are comical (sid being the most lovable) and all of
them have creative views and personality's that make them unique and funny. The artwork is nice (its not bad or epic...just nice)
and the soundtrack is very relaxing and fitting to each scene (however, there are very few sound effects and no voice acting,
causing many scenes to feel empty). Also, your actions will unlock new paths that can lead to different endings or add new
sections never seen before that add to the story.

note: there is in-game adult content and players have the choise of haveing it on or off. To all who plan to buy this, leave the
adult content turned on and just play.

My final thought...9.5/10. It sucks nothing worked right I want my money back
. Wow where do I start....I thought the game looked quite good from the screenshots and I dont like the flashlight situation
where you have to rush trying to find more flashlights some of them you can't even pickup like the one in the bathroom.

Once you have gone through a door it won't let you back through only did this with some doors though once you have run out of
flashlights your stuck in the dark and PLZZZZZZZZZZ turn down your headphones.

I hope the flashlight situation changes.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/Oe75jbonuSs. Good visual design.
+ VN parts are strong.
+ Some music in later parts of the game is pretty good.

~ Combat system is a little better than other IF games, but honestly not by much.

- Level design is awkward and not very well thought out.

Overall its a decent game, if you like this art style, you will at least enjoy VN parts, but RPG/gameplay wise its not very strong,
but passable to move between story.. okay game but has a lot of problems that seems to be ignored or just not fixed.
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